Multiple attributes decision making (MADM) 
Introduction
The shipborne weapon system has became more enormous, more complex and more expensive to cope with increasing surface and air threat, which will conflict with relatively skimpy military budget and limited loadage capability. As a subsystem of warship combat system, naval gun weapon system plays an important role and takes on many missions. How to obtain an optimal system integration plan, which will make the efficiency, cost, rate of progress, life force, reliability, maintainability, percent of tonnage to be a suited level generally, is always a pivotal problem for weapon system analysis expert and warship design department. MADM methods have been applied in the integration of many weapon system. Classical parameters (such as weights, cut or threshold) setting methods in MADM methods usually base on decision makers' common sense or intuition, and result is often rigid. Due to human experience's uncertainty, this way is more or less arbitrary which may minify the decision making's creditability. There are two approaches that acknowledge this difficulty and try to remedy it: sensitivity analysis and robustness analysis.
Sensitivity analysis is a way to estimate how much the parameters vary when leading to a constant result, or to find which is the most sensitive parameter and which is a substitute action for the optimal. The studies about sensitivity analysis are numerous: Zuoprovided a sensitivity analysis way for simple additive weighting method (a kind of classical MADM method) [1] ; Rios Inusu presented a studying framework on sensitivity analysis, which included the concepts of possible optimal alternative, neighboring possible optimal alternative and sensitivity index [2] . But sensitivity analysis has its disadvantage of requiring an 'estimated' center value for each parameter and only considering the corresponding solution. It is also often performed on a single parameter at a time, and ignores the possible interdependencies between parameters. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis is theoretic rather than practical.
Robustness analysis is a hotspot in recent years which wins academe's great attention, and is supposed to be an effective way replacing sensitivity analysis on processing imperfect information in MADM. Compared to sensitivity analysis, robustness analysis considers parameters combination rather than a single parameter at a time. It tries to know whether the conclusion changes (or not) when the parameter values vary, rather than how the parameters vary without changing conclusions. Moreover, it has a more extensive consideration, including environment parameters, method models and model parameters. There some representative contribution including the studies of Roy, Vincke, Kouvelis and Yu, Dias, etc., which exploited our scope on robustness analysis. Vincke proposed a formalism to define the concepts of robust solution and robust method. His concept of robustness is that no solution contradicts the first one [3] [4] [5] ; Kouvelis and Yudefine robust solution as a rank with the best worst-case behavior in the context of discrete optimization problems [6] ; Dias defines robust solution as a scenarios combination that holds the rank unchanged with fuzzy information [7] , which is also the background concept of this paper. In sum, Robustness analysis is a new direction in MADM, which emphasizes that uncertain factors should be considered, and the optimal solution must be also robust and neutral.
ELECTRE-Ⅲ is one kind of important MADM methods based on valued outranking relation. How to set parameters is an important step for ELECTRE-Ⅲ. In the second section , the problem to be discussed is formulized, including ELECTRE-Ⅲ method, it's transform and the fuzzy information's denotation. In the third section, a frame of robustness analysis method based on classical optimization theory is presented, which is applied in inferring ELECTRE-Ⅲ's parameters in the fourth section. First, the constraints are transformed into continuous smooth functions of parameters vector. Then an inferring algorithm of parameters is provided by maximizing robustness margin based on mathematics programming. The fifth section provides an illustrative example of naval gun weapon system integration as a case study on the method of inferring ELECTRE-Ⅲ ' s parameters. Furthermore, it is discussed that this method can also be applied to other MADM methods in the last section.This paper is also an extension of a previous work of the authors. The Ref. [8] only provided a frame work on inferring ELECTRE-Ⅲ' s parameters and didn't discuss how to solve it. In this paper, it is completed. 
Formulation

ELECTRE-Ⅲ method
where
denotes the degree of preference i a over k a on the j -th attribute, and
denotes the measurement that rejects the 
and dashdotted line is ) , (
denotes the measurement that sustains the judgment " i a generally outrank k a ".
, it is possible to define a family of nested crisp outranking relations λ S :
λ is belief level that
Transformed ELECTRE-Ⅲ
From the formulas (6) To make classical optimization methods applied easily, ) , (
is transformed as follows.
is shown as Figure 2 :
The transformed ) , (
Fuzzy information's denotation
Usually, decision maker is difficult to provide exact parameters, but may present some linear constraints easily, by which an fuzzy information space can be constructed. It is formed as follows: 
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A frame of robustness analysis
A formalized definition of robustness is provided in the Ref. [10] : Definition 1: A conclusion r C , is said to be robust with respect to a domain ∆ , of possible values for the preference and technical parameters, if there is no a particular set of parameters, ∆ ∈ δ , which invalidates the conclusion r C . The problem of inferring parameters in ELECTRE-Ⅲ is solved by maximizing robustness margin based on mathematics programming. Let
ε is a tiny positive number.
To keep the rank constant, the set + S and − S must be unchanged. So, the optimal parameters vectors can also be got by maximizing robustness margin with the constraint conditions The rank is more robust when α is larger. 
Inferring ELECTRE-Ⅲ's parameters
The parameters structure of ELECTRE-Ⅲ is listed in Figure 3 . The parameters to be inferred based on robustness analysis include local parameters and global parameters. When local parameters are studied, the others are fixed. In this paper, weights, cutting level, thresholds and other local parameters will be studied respectively. (The parameters to be discussed are at the left half of the Figure  3 .) It is more difficult to infer global parameters, which will be discussed in later papers. 
Inferring Weights and cutting level
When the parameters weights and the cutting level are analyzed, others parameters are fixed. The constraints of (17) can be embodied as follow:
The programming (18) is a linear programming of weights w and cutting level λ . The optimal estimation of w and λ can be obtained by simplex method. 
Inferring Preference parameters
Then the constraints of (17) can be embodied as follow: is:
Then: 
2) Inferring veto threshold vector q and veto indifference threshold vector p
The segmented function
is smoothed in the same way as above. If the programming problem has solution, the optimal veto threshold vector opt v and optimal veto indifference threshold vector opt u can be obtained.
A case study of naval gun weapon system integration
As the first step of the process to obtain an optimal integration plan of naval gun weapon system, it is to design some systems that satisfy basis sea battle need and other constrain conditions, namely feasible integration alternatives. Classical system structure of feasible integration alternatives is expressed as below:
(Main sensor)∩(Spare sensor)+( Director) +(Naval gun firepower system) Main sensor is track radar; Spare sensor is photoelectric device; Director includes some fire control equipments; Naval gun firepower system include some types of naval guns such as AK630, 37F, AK76 or their combination. Three feasible configuration alternatives on certain type warship are listed as Table 1 . Decision makers attach different regard on every attribute in terms of special integration problem. Weights reflect decision maker's preference. Suppose attributes set of naval gun weapon system is w , w ={efficiency; cost; risk; applicability; compatibility; life force} = {y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 , y 5 , y 6 } According to the algorithm of section 3, the process of naval gun weapon system integration is listed as bellow:
1) Standardized attributes values of three feasible integration alternatives are provided in Table 2 , initial weights vector 0 w is listed in Tab. 3. Parameters constraints are set as follows, which are more or less simple but has it's generality: 2) The result of ELECTRE-Ⅲ with initial parameters: 
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, a robustness analysis method is presented in terms of inferring ELECTRE-Ⅲ 's parameters. The programming (18) is linear, convex, and can be solved by simplex method easily; but the programming (20) and (22) are nonlinear, concave and difficult to be solved, which need further study to find more proper way.
On the other hand, this method can also be applied to infer parameters in other MADM methods. For example, for AHP method or TOPSIS method, which are based on the utility theory，the ) , ( respectively. The optimal parameters can also be obtained by solving the programming (17).
